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messages, the info level represents important but normal
event, and the trace level represents detailed information
for tracing a program execution, respectively [21].
The log levels are easy to use but ineffective to analyze
irregular behavior such as performance anomaly of longrunning systems. Such behavior infrequently occurs during
daily operations. Since the info level does not record detailed
logs, reproducing those behavior is difﬁcult [20]. On the
other hand, logging the entire execution of a system with the
trace level is unrealistic due to the huge amount of logs and
performance overhead.
To solve the problem, we propose PADLA, an extension of
Apache Log4j, that dynamically adjusts the log level of a running system. It employs an online phase detection algorithm
that divides a program’s execution into a sequence of phases
according to their dynamic properties or traits [14]. PADLA
monitors run-time performance metrics of a system and learns
regular phases of the system. It recognizes a performance
anomaly as an unknown phase. It automatically changes the
log level of the running system to record detailed logs for
the irregular events while suppressing the amount of logs for
regular events.
To evaluate PADLA, we have conducted a case study using
a web application running on Tomcat and a load testing tool.
As a result, PADLA successfully recorded the information
necessary for performance analysis from the server system
under high load with a small performance overhead compared
with the trace level logging.
In the remainder of the paper, Section II explains the detail
of the tool. Section III shows our case study that demonstrates
the effectiveness of the tool. Section IV describes related work.
Section V describes the conclusion and future work.
The PADLA tool is publicly available on GitHub: https:
//github.com/244-penguin/PADLA.

Abstract—Logging is an important feature for a software
system to record its run-time information. Although detailed
logs are helpful to identify the cause of a failure in a program
execution, constantly recording detailed logs of a long-running
system is challenging because of its performance overhead and
storage cost. To solve the problem, we propose PADLA (PhaseAware Dynamic Log Level Adapter) that dynamically adjusts
the log level of a running system so that the system can record
irregular events such as performance anomalies in detail while
recording regular events concisely. PADLA is an extension of
Apache Log4j, one of the most popular logging framework for
Java. It employs an online phase detection algorithm to recognize
irregular events. It monitors run-time performance of a system
and learns regular execution phases of a program. If it recognizes
a performance anomalies, it automatically changes the log level
of a system to record the detailed behavior. In the case study,
PADLA successfully recorded a detailed log for performance
analysis of a server system under high load while suppressing
the amount of log data and performance overhead.
Index Terms—Dynamic Analysis, Log Level, Log4j, Phase
Detection, Performance Anomaly

I. I NTRODUCTION
Logging is a common practice to record run-time information of program execution [7]. Developers insert logging statements to record run-time information such as error messages
and actual values of variables. The information is often used
in failure diagnosis [10], [11], [17], program comprehension
[15], and so on.
Logging in detail incurs system run-time overhead (e.g.
CPU consumption and I/O operations), while logging too little
may miss necessary run-time information [5]. Long-running
systems like a web service may produce a huge amount of
logs and consume a huge amount of disk space. For instance,
a service system of Microsoft can produce dozens of Terabytes
of logs per day [6]. Such a high overhead might cause adverse
effects such as service delays.
To address the trade-off, popular logging libraries such as
Apache Log4j [3] provide log levels to control the amount of
logs recorded in a storage. Developers assign a log level to
each of logging statements in a system. A logging library ﬁlters log messages by comparing the log levels with a dynamic
log level speciﬁed by a user of the program. In case of Log4j,
six log levels are available by default: fatal, error, warn,
info, debug, and trace. Those levels represent the degree
of importance of messages. The error level represents error
978-1-7281-1519-1/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICPC.2019.00029

II. PADLA L OG L EVEL A DAPTER
PADLA is an extension of Apache Log4j that dynamically
adjusts the output log level of a running system according to
the run-time behavior of a system. The tool keeps the logging
interface of Log4j. Developers can activate the tool by adding
PADLA to their log4j.xml ﬁle and arguments for a program
execution. It does not need to modify the source code of a
target system.
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Fig. 1. An overview of PADLA

passed to the logging component that dynamically adjusts the
log level of the running program.
To construct the initial Vk for a program, PADLA requires
executions of the program that cover regular behavior. If those
scenarios are available, Vk is a set of performance vectors
observed in the executions. If unavailable, PADLA starts with
Vk = φ.
The component updates Vk to learn unknown phases as
regular behavior if they repeatedly occur during an execution.
The learning is necessary because an unknown phase may
continue for a long time due to various reasons. For example,
a permanent change of a run-time environment may affect the
performance of a system. The log level change of PADLA
also may affect performance characteristics. If the component
records detailed logs of repeated occurrences of an unknown
phase, the amount of log data and performance overhead will
be huge. So it records detailed logs of only the ﬁrst few
intervals of a long-duration phase for analysis. In the current
implementation, we add a vector vt to Vk if two consecutive
time intervals (i.e. one second) belong to the same unknown
phase. In other words, the unknown phase is likely a new
regular behavior for the system.

The tool takes as input a log level for recording regular behavior, e.g. info level. The tool also takes execution scenarios
for learning regular behavior. If unavailable, the tool learns
regular behavior on the ﬂy. The tool produces application
logs in the same format as Log4j using the speciﬁed level
for regular events and the trace level for irregular events,
respectively.
The tool comprises two components: Phase Detection and
Logging. Figure 1 shows an overview of these components.
The phase detection component monitors a program execution
and divides it into a sequence of phases according to their
performance characteristics. It classiﬁes each phase as either
known or unknown. The logging component buffers recent log
messages and ﬁlters them using the original level speciﬁed by
a user for regular phases and the trace level for unknown
phases, respectively. The following subsections explain each
of components in detail.
A. Phase Detection
PADLA employs an online phase detection method proposed by Reiss [14]. The method ﬁrstly divides a program
execution to ﬁxed time intervals. It then translates the t-th
interval into a performance vector vt . Two intervals belong to
the same phase if the cosine similarity of their vectors vs and
vt is greater than a threshold. Otherwise, the intervals belong
to different phases.
We employ a performance vector used in an existing
performance proﬁling tool [12]. Each element in a vector
represents the actual execution time consumed by a corresponding method in the interval. To observe performance
vectors, PADLA uses dynamic byte-code instrumentation to
inject a performance reporter to a target application. The
injected code reports the time spent for each executed method.
PADLA obtains a performance vector every 0.5 seconds.
PADLA maintains a set of known vectors Vk to classify
an interval as either known or unknown. The t-th interval is
classiﬁed as a known phase if there exists a vector v ∈ Vk that
is similar to vt . The interval is classiﬁed as an unknown phase
if no vector in Vk is similar to vt . The classiﬁcation result is

B. Logging
The logging component writes log messages to a storage
according to the classiﬁcation of the latest phase. Since an
unknown phase is recognized after its occurrence, the component internally buffers recent N log messages (N = 300
in our current implementation) on memory using the trace
level. During known phases, the logging component ﬁlters the
detailed messages out but delays the output of messages. If
an unknown phase is detected, all the buffered log messages
are written to log ﬁles, and then the component starts to
record logs using the trace level. The buffered messages
provide detailed behavior of a few intervals before the detected
unknown phase. They enable developers to investigate what
actually happened in an unknown phase.
It should be noted that the overhead of the buffering is
small because an application using Apache Log4j always
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produces log messages irrelevant to a run-time log level. An
existing logger in Log4j ﬁlters the generated log messages for
each logging method call. Our logging component delays the
ﬁltering step until a phase classiﬁcation.
III. C ASE S TUDY
To demonstrate the usefulness of PADLA, we conduct a case
study that records the behavior of a web application under a
load test. We analyze (1) the run-time cost of the tool in terms
of the size of log ﬁles and performance overhead, and (2)
usefulness of the log contents to understand irregular behavior
under high load.

Fig. 2. Output Log ﬁle
TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF PADLA

A. Target Application

Output Log Level
Log4j info (Fixed)
Log4j trace (Fixed)
PADLA (Dynamic)

We execute JPetStore 6 [1], an online shop demo application, on Apache Tomcat 8.5.34 [4]. To enable PADLA to learn
regular behavior of the system, we ﬁrstly conduct a load test
with a low load conﬁguration. We then conduct a load test
with a high load conﬁguration as an irregular event of the
system.
A load test starts the server, waits for 30 seconds, and then
starts a number of threads to access the pages on the system.
The low load conﬁguration uses 100 threads that each access
to the system 10,000 times. The high load conﬁguration uses
10,000 threads. Each of them also access to the system 10,000
times. All the threads follow the same access pattern. The load
test is conducted with Apache JMeter 5.0 [2] and Windows
10 Pro running on Xeon E5-1650v3 processor, 32 GB RAM,
and a SSD.
We measure the baseline of an execution using Log4j with
the info level. We use Log4j with the trace level to
measure the cost of detailed logs. We compare the performance
with PADLA using the info level for regular events. We
measure the log ﬁle size and time three times for each
conﬁguration and compute the average cost of the tool.

Log File Size
11.9 MB
1,442.9 MB
46.0 MB

Execution Time
1 min 14 sec
2 min 9 sec
1 min 36 sec

We also investigated the contents of logs in the log ﬁle
produced by PADLA. Listing 1 shows example log messages
that are likely useful to understand the behavior of the system under high load. The ﬁrst line of Listing 1 shows that
the actions/Catalog.action page was accessed. The
second line shows that the viewCategory() method was
called when the viewCategory event occurred. Those lines
indicate page names and method calls that were accessed
during the irregular period. They also indicate the number
of accesses for a certain period of time. These information
are helpful for performance analysis such as examining the
performance limit of the system.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
The original Apache Log4j provides two ways to dynamically change the log level of a running system. The ﬁrst one
is API (e.g. Logger.setLevel method). Using the API,
developers can program their system to dynamically choose
a log level. However, it may prevent users from choosing an
appropriate log level for their environment. The other one is
a conﬁguration ﬁle. Log4j has an automatic reconﬁguration
option to update its conﬁguration every time interval (e.g. ﬁve
seconds) during run-time. The update interval is too slow to
record detailed logs for irregular behavior.
Liu et al. proposed a lightweight dynamic analysis framework named DOUBLETAKE to ﬁnd buffer overﬂows, memory
use-after-free errors, and memory leaks [9]. This framework
monitors memory in a lightweight manner during a normal
execution and records precise information related to memory
errors when abnormal behavior occurs. The tool requires two
program executions, while PADLA aims to record detailed
logs in a single execution.
Ogami et al. proposed a three-dimensional cities visualization to show performance in real-time [12]. It visualizes
the execution time for each method so that developers can
recognize irregular behavior of a system. PADLA adopts the

B. Result
PADLA successfully changed the log level of the system.
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the produced logs. Log messages
on the debug and trace levels appeared from 30 seconds
after the Tomcat started. The time corresponds to the load
test with the high load conﬁguration. Since the high load test
continues for a while, PADLA automatically learns the high
load condition as a known phase, i.e. a new regular behavior.
PADLA changes the log level of the system to the original
info level after recording detailed logs for 10.6 seconds
on average. After the change, no more unknown phases are
recognized by PADLA until the end of a load test.
Table I shows the size of log ﬁles and the time for each
conﬁguration. Compared with the baseline of the info level,
logging with the trace level increased the ﬁle size by 1,431
MB and the execution time by 74%. On the other hand,
PADLA increased the ﬁle size only 34.1 MB and the execution
time by 30%. The result shows that the tool can suppress the
size of log ﬁles and performance overhead.
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Listing 1. Example log messages of JPetStore
1 15:03:46 [http-nio-8080-exec-108] TRACE net.
sourceforge.stripes.controller.
StripesFilter - Intercepting request
URL: /actions/Catalog.action
2 15:03:46 [http-nio-8080-exec-132] DEBUG net.
sourceforge.stripes.controller.
DispatcherHelper - Resolved event:
viewCategory; will invoke:
CatalogActionBean.viewCategory()
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to

time information as a performance vector for phase detection
and automatically adjusts the log level of a running system to
record further details of irregular behavior.
Yao et al. proposed an adaptive logging approach for
database systems [18], [19]. The approach combines two
types of log messages to optimize the I/O cost of transaction
logs while keeping the cost of data recovery from a failure.
Although our method also uses two levels of log messages
to reduce the I/O cost, our method focuses on debugging and
failure diagnosis activities.
PADLA is dependent on appropriate log messages produced
by a program. To enable developers to write a log statement
properly, Yuan et al. proposed a method to detect inappropriate
log levels based on source code version history [21]. Li
et al. proposed an automated approach to help developers
to determine the most appropriate log level when adding a
logging statement [8]. Yuan et al. also proposed a tool named
LogEnhancer that modiﬁes each log statement to collect
additional information (e.g. actual values of variables) to ease
failure diagnosis [22].
PADLA is also dependent on a phase detection algorithm.
PADLA cannot recognize irregular events if they do not affect
performance vectors. Although existing behavior-based phase
detection techniques [13], [16] are promising to detect other
kinds of irregular events, they are deﬁned as ofﬂine analysis
performed after a program execution. Investigating an online
phase detection algorithm for recognizing various irregular
events is our future work.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents PADLA, a tool for adapting the log level
of a running system dynamically. Using the phase detection
algorithm, PADLA monitors behavior of the system and adjust
the log level that is appropriate for the situation. In the
case study, PADLA successfully recorded a detailed log for
performance analysis of a server system under high load while
suppressing the amount of log data and performance overhead.
PADLA has two parameters: the length of a time interval
and the size of a buffer. In future work, we are planning to investigate effective parameter conﬁguration. We also would like
to investigate online phase detection techniques to effectively
recognize various kinds of irregular events.
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